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1.0

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF NOTE

1.1

Southcourt is a large residential estate built by the Aylesbury Borough
Council, started in the early 1920s and completed in the 1950s. It is located
immediately to the south of the town centre on the opposite side of the railway
line.

1.2

This advice note is published to clarify the application of Local Plan policy for
Southcourt estate, in response to concerns that the character of the area is
being adversely affected by development pressures for new dwellings,
substantial extensions to existing dwellings, and conversions of existing
houses into flats. Previous developments of this nature have led to the closing
of the space between dwellings, loss of front gardens to parking, and the loss
of hedgerows and trees, all leading to a dilution of the character of the estate.

1.3

Between 1995 and 2003 planning permission was granted for the conversion of
8 houses into flats, and planning applications were received for the erection of
an additional 26 houses within the estate. This document defines the character
of the area through a detailed assessment, and sets out how local and national
policy will apply to safeguard the essential characteristics of Southcourt.

2.0

HISTORY OF SOUTHCOURT
Pre World War 2

2.1

Construction of Southcourt estate was started in 1920 on land purchased from
the Church Commissioners; the land formed part of the Prebendal Farm. The
first houses to be occupied were completed in 1921 in Chestnut Crescent. The
housing was built to modern standards and to house local families, many
members of whom had fought in World War 1 (WW1). In this respect it
provided ‘homes for heroes’, a political campaign that emerged after WW1 to
provide decent housing for those who had returned from the fighting.

2.2

Southcourt was the first municipal housing estate to be built in Aylesbury and
was considered to be a ‘model’ estate. It was built to similar standards suggested
by the Garden City movement in relation to the size of its front and rear gardens
and space about its buildings. The garden city theme was emphasised by the
extensive planting of front garden hedgerows and street trees, all donated by the
Rothschild Estate at Waddesdon. In 1926 the first education facility was built
within the estate with the opening of Ceely Road School.
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2.3

The Ordnance Survey extract below dates from 1925 and shows the
developing estate. The red line illustrates the extent of Southcourt completed
by 1939, just prior to World War 2 (WW2). This area includes Prebendal
Avenue, Penn Road, Eaton Road, Hampden Road, Paterson Road, Ceely
Road, More Avenue, Nightingale Road, Lee Road, and Oak, Elm, and Beech
Greens. These roads were named after local dignitaries or those with an
association to Aylesbury, for example John Hampden and Florence
Nightingale.
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Map 1 Total extent of the Southcourt Estate in 1939

This photograph shows More Avenue in 1926 just after its completion.
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Post World War 2
2.4

The Ordnance Survey map below shows Southcourt today, the red line
indicating the entirety of the estate and the black line differentiating the pre
and post WW2 development. The post WW2 development includes the major
route through the estate of Churchill Avenue and the Edinburgh Playing
Fields. Construction of this part of the estate – extending to the west and
south west of the pre WW2 development - was completed in the early 1950s.
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Map 2 The entire Southcourt estate
2.5

The garden city themes of the first phase of Southcourt were continued in the
post WW2 development. There was, however, more variety in the type of
housing provided – including blocks of flats (Prebendal Avenue and Leach
Road) and shops and flats in Hampden Gardens.
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2.6

The street naming theme was continued after the war with locally associated
names, Churchill Avenue celebrates Sir Winston’s role as wartime leader, and
Thrasher Road is named in honour of Alderman G.J.Thrasher who as Mayor
of Aylesbury oversaw the original building of the estate in the 1920s. Two
further schools were built in the estate post war, Oak Green Junior School and
Mandeville County Secondary School, whilst the Church of the Good
Shepherd was built in Churchill Avenue.

3.0

ASSESSMENT OF CHARACTER
Introduction

3.1

Southcourt has a distinctive and spacious character derived from the garden
city principles inherent in its development. The estate is characterised by
predominantly low density housing, public open spaces, and mature trees and
hedgerows. Generally, original additions and outbuildings to houses are
modest in size with the original dwelling remaining as the dominant feature.
The differing aspects that contribute to the character of Southcourt are
described in the following paragraphs.
Density

3.2

The key element in the character of Southcourt is the low density of housing,
which equates to approximately 22 dwellings per hectare. In comparison, the
adjoining Walton Court estate (to the west and as shown on Map 2) is built at
approximately 45 dwellings per hectare and the new development on the
former Rivet works site (immediately to the east of railway line and as shown
on Map 2) is approximately 40 dwellings per hectare.

3.3

The average plot size on Southcourt is 400 square metres; depths average 40
metres and widths average 10m. The houses are generally set back from the
pavement at a distance of between 6 and 8 metres; privet hedges were later
planted on the residential frontage. The original ground floor plan for a house
was approximately 40 square metres giving a plot dwelling ratio of 10:1. The
gaps between dwellings vary throughout the estate from 6m to 15m depending
on location. The Ordnance Survey extract below illustrates these points.
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3.4

Map 3 part of Hampden Road (Pre WW2) indicating size of plots, and gaps
between dwellings.
The principle of low density housing at approximately 20 per hectare was
continued in the post WW2 development as can be seen from the Ordnance
Survey extract below.
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Map 4 showing part of Churchill Avenue. Note the continuing theme of large
plots and spacing between dwellings and modest outbuildings. With the advent
of the motor car the roads are wider and there are generous verges and
footpath areas.
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3.5

As noted above the significant spacing between dwellings, which varies
between 6 and 15 metres and the modest size of outbuildings/additions, is a
major contributory factor to the character of the estate. This is illustrated in the
photographs below.

Houses in Cottesloe Road. The left hand gap is 7m
whilst that to the right is 9m. Note size of outbuilding.

Houses within the bend of Ceely Road. The
gap here is 15m

Public Open Space
3.6

A ‘Green Spaces Plan’ has been prepared by the Leisure Services Division
that sets out the Council’s vision for its green spaces for 2005-2008. In the
hierarchy of open spaces throughout Aylesbury Vale District, five of the
twenty-nine mentioned in the Green Spaces Plan are within the Southcourt
estate. This serves to emphasise the unique context of Southcourt not just to
Aylesbury but to the whole District.

3.7

The aerial photograph on page 8 shows the five major open spaces as
categorised in the ‘Green Spaces Plan’ and also gives an illustration of the
many other, smaller, grassed areas spread throughout the estate that make a
significant contribution to the character of Southcourt. The sheer amounts of
green evident in the aerial photograph further demonstrates the low density
and open character of the estate in comparison with the modern surrounding
housing development.

3.8

As can be seen from the aerial photograph, there are various levels of open
space throughout Southcourt that together give the estate its distinctive open
appearance. The next tier down from the five main areas of open space is a
number of smaller informal areas that further contribute to the green and open
character of the estate. These areas are generally grassed, of varying size and
shape (linear features through to crescents and rectangles) and often with some
featured trees.
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3.9

Examples of this tier include the linked linear grassed areas that follow the
course of the Southcourt Brook through the estate (from Churchill Avenue
through to Ceely Road), Chestnut Crescent (acting as a gateway into the
estate) and the rectangular grassed areas on the corners of Eaton
Road/Prebendal Avenue and Penn Road/Hampden Road

Examples of informal open space areas adjoining Southcourt Brook to the rear of Lee
Road (left hand picture) and within Chestnut Crescent (right hand picture).
3.10 The final tier of open space relates to the grassed areas on corners and
junctions and numerous wide grassed verges that together with the spacing
between dwellings all add to the open character of Southcourt. In a number of
corner locations houses are sited at a 45º angle to the road reinforcing the general
impression of spaciousness. These aspects are illustrated by the following map
and photographs:

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. AVDC Licence
No.100019797 2005

Ordnance survey extract and photograph illustrating the arrangement of dwellings
and open character at the junction of Thrasher Road and Taylor Road.
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Map 5 Aerial Photograph of Southcourt showing the five main areas of public open
space.
Trees and Hedgerows
3.11 In terms of maintaining the original garden city character of Southcourt the
contribution of the many tiers of open space is complemented by the numerous
trees and boundary hedgerows present throughout the estate - many of which are
original (see paragraph 2.2 above).
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The photographs below illustrate the contribution these features make to the overall
character and appearance of the estate and gives emphasis to the importance of their
retention.
.

Trees in More Avenue. These were originally on both sides of the street;
the street has been widened to allow for car parking thus removing the
original trees on the right hand side.

Privet hedge Montague/Penn Road.

Surviving hedgerows and tree in Lee Road. As in More Avenue
the left hand grass verge has been lost to road widening.
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Architectural character
3.12

The final component in the character assessment of Southcourt relates to the
general uniformity of styles and mix of materials used throughout the estate.

3.13

All houses built prior to WW 2 were erected either as terraces of four or as a
semi-detached pair. All had ‘hipped’ roofs. The brickwork is laid in Flemish
bond and either left plain or painted, as shown in the photographs below. The
original roof coverings of clay tiles were replaced in the 1970s with concrete
tiles.

Examples of pre WW2 terraced dwellings in Penn Road (left) and semidetached dwellings in Hampden Road (right). Note the ‘hipped’ roofs and
style/location of chimneys. In Penn Road the ‘front’ entrance doors are
located at the side of the house, except for those in the middle of the terrace.
Rear access for the middle houses is gained through a central ‘tunnel’ within
the projecting gable. Also note the projecting two storey gables to the semidetached dwellings.
3.14

More variety was introduced after WW 2 both in design terms and housing
mix. New developments included blocks of flats in Leach Road, Prebendal
Avenue, and Hampden Gardens (here in association with shops), old persons
bungalows, maisonettes, and 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses. The majority of
dwellings from this period have ‘gable’ roofs save for the larger 4 bedroom
houses. Immediately post war many steel houses were built as temporary
accommodation however, these all survive to this day.
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Flats in Leach Road. Note gable roof and
size and style of chimneys.

Semi-detached dwelling in Churchill
Avenue. Note position of front door,
style of external finish, and chimneys.
Note also the size of outbuilding, hedge,
depth of grass verge and tree.

Assessment of the influence of development on the character of the estate
3.15

It is a combination of all of the above qualities, low density housing, open
spaces, architectural style, trees, hedgerows, and grass verges, that forms the
local distinctiveness, or unique character, of Southcourt. These need to be
considered and safeguarded when evaluating proposals for new development
within the estate.

3.16

There is significant development pressure within Southcourt for new build
infill housing, large residential extensions or the conversion of existing
dwellings to flats. The consequence of this is the loss of gardens to parking,
filling of gaps between dwellings, and loss of hedgerows and trees etc. Due to
the uniform layout of the estate a number of situations within Southcourt are
the same, such that if one development is allowed it would make it difficult to
resist other similar developments in the vicinity. Collectively these would
soon erode the open quality and character of Southcourt.

3.17

Loss of space around buildings due to new infill housing development, overly
large extensions, and the intensification of uses (including the conversion and
extension of existing dwellings to flats) can also have a detrimental effect on
the amenity enjoyed by existing residents as well as detrimentally altering the
character and appearance of the area.

3.18

Related to the above is the issue of car parking. Often a new dwelling or
conversion of the building can be accomplished, but at the expense of hard
surfacing the entire front garden and the removal of boundary hedgerows to
provide off street parking. This is at odds with the general characteristics of
Southcourt, and when such a change is replicated a number of times it soon
alters the street scene for the worse through the loss of hedgerows and trees.
Parking on grass verges has caused damage in significant locations, in
particular Churchill Avenue. These wide verges have an intrinsic value as part
of the openness of this main thoroughfare.
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3.19

The next two sections detail what the existing policy context is to protect
against this potential for damage to Southcourt’s character (Section 4), and
how the Council will consider these policies in considering development
proposals within the estate (Section 5)

4.0

CURRENT POLICY CONTEXT FOR SOUTHCOURT

4.1

National planning policy on design, character and amenity issues is primarily
set out in Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1) – Delivering Sustainable
Development. National planning policy on housing and residential areas is
primarily set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note 3 (PPG3) – Housing.

4.2

PPS1 encourages good design as it ensures attractive and adaptable places and
is a key element in achieving sustainable development. One of its key
objectives is to ensure that new developments respond to their local context
and create or reinforce local distinctiveness (PPS1 para 33 – 39).

4.3

PPG3 encourages housing development that makes more efficient use of land
and improves the mix of housing. It recommends that housing developments
should achieve a density of between 30 and 50 dwellings per hectare.
However, in seeking to achieve this objective PPG3 stresses that this should
be accomplished without compromising the quality of the environment, and
that new housing should have regard to the townscape and landscape of the
wider locality. Both local planning authorities and developers should seek
imaginative designs and layouts that add to and respect local distinctiveness
(PPG 3 para 54 – 58 and para 63).

4.4

Local planning policy on these and other issues is set out in the Aylesbury
Vale District Local Plan (AVDLP), adopted in January 2004, and covering the
period to 2011. Whilst work has now started on the replacement for AVDLP,
the Local Development Framework (to cover the period to 2021), AVDLP
remains very much in force. It is a recently adopted and up-to-date part of the
development plan, and it is ‘saved’ until it is superseded by appropriate LDF
policies (the LDF will contain reviews of both allocations and policies). The
AVDLP policies having particular importance in relation to maintaining the
character of Southcourt are attached as Appendix A.

4.5

More detailed interpretation of the Council’s design policies is available as
adopted Supplementary Planning Guidance. The Design Guide Residential
Extensions (May 1991) provides more detailed guidance on designing an
extension to a dwelling. This advisory leaflet is concerned to dissuade would
be home extenders from proposing particularly large, unsuitable or overtly
cost-conscious additions which would destroy the composition of existing
buildings or cause detrimental impact to the character or appearance of a
dwelling/area..

4.6

In ‘By Design –better places to live’ published by CABE, advice is given on
the understanding of local context and how this should be a prelude to
developing an analysis of performance in terms of urban design. Part of this
‘toolkit’ is to identify the character (a place with its own identity) of an area
Aylesbury Vale District Council
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using a variety of techniques. Those relevant to Southcourt would include
assessments of
• memories and associations.
• the origins of the development including street patterns, plot
subdivisions, boundary treatments, and relationships between
buildings and spaces.
• the architectural character and coherence of buildings.
• the character and hierarchy of spaces and their townscape quality.
• the contribution made to the area by green spaces, trees, hedges, and
other cultivated elements.
5.0 DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE - APPLICATION OF POLICY
5.1

Policy and design guidance produced by the Council generally applies District
wide. This section details how the existing policies and good design guidance
(Section 4) will be applied specifically to development proposals within
Southcourt to ensure its intrinsic character (Section 3) is safeguarded. The
advice in this Technical Note is complementary to that contained within the
AVDC Design Guide Residential Extensions but tailored specifically to relate
to Southcourt estate.
New development and local distinctiveness

5.2

PPS 1 advises that design which is inappropriate in its context, or which fails
to take opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an
area should be rejected. Similarly, PPG 3 stresses that new development
should be achieved without compromising the local environment and should
have regard to the townscape and landscape of the wider locality. Policy
GP34 of AVDLP reiterates these principles. Therefore, the Council will reject
proposals that do not respect the unique distinctiveness and environmental
qualities of Southcourt as highlighted in this document.
Efficient use of land/Density of new development

5.3

Whilst PPG3 encourages achieving more efficient use of land and building at
higher densities, it also states that new housing should have regard to the
townscape and landscape of the wider locality, and should not compromise the
quality of the environment. To significantly increase the density of housing
development within Southcourt would cause substantial harm to the character
of the estate.

5.4

Proposals to develop on land within rear garden areas of existing dwellings
would also significantly increase the density of the estate. Demolition of
existing dwellings may be required for access to these areas. Development of
this nature would result in a significant detrimental change of character and
the Council will not grant permission for this type of development.
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Design of new development
5.5

Similarly, policy GP35 expects that new developments will respect the
characteristics of any site and its surroundings and the historic scale and
context of its setting. Applications proposing new dwellings within side
gardens, and/or side extensions should have regard to the closing of the gap
between the existing dwellings and the detrimental effect this may have on the
spaciousness of the surroundings. For general guidance, the design of such
proposals, in terms of height, massing and proportions, materials, roof styles
should have regard to the existing and surrounding dwellings. Proposals that
fail to accord with these expectations will not be granted permission.
Conversion or subdivision of existing dwellings

5.6

Where applications are made to convert existing dwellings into flats, in
accordance with policy GP6, careful consideration will need to be given in
relation to the provision of car parking, the retention of amenity area/garden,
have regard to the amenity of adjoining residents, and respect the character of
the area. The loss of front gardens to car parking has led to a marked change in
the character of parts of the estate; many of the original hedgerows have been
lost to accommodate this. A more imaginative approach to car parking
provision will be required that safeguards frontage hedgerows, particularly if
the dwelling is mid-terrace or is proposed to be extended to the side. Proposals
that fail accord with these considerations will not be granted permission.
Protection of the amenity of residents

5.7

All developments, whether for extensions, new dwellings, or
conversions/subdivision, will have some effect upon the amenity of
neighbouring residents. Proposals involving extensions or new housing in rear
gardens could lead to a loss of privacy, whilst parking within front gardens can
lead to additional noise disturbance. The latter applies where a building is to
be converted into more than one unit and the use is intensified. Policy GP8
states that planning permission will not be granted where the proposed
development would unreasonably harm any aspect of the amenity of nearby
residents.
Extensions to dwellings

5.8

General District wide guidelines allow for two storey extensions or attached
buildings to approach to within 1 metre of the side boundary between
dwellings at first floor level. If this is repeated both sides of the boundary
within Southcourt the original gap/s will be reduced from between 8-10 metres
down to 2 metres. Again this would markedly affect an aspect of the
distinctiveness of Southcourt to its detriment therefore, the distance from the
side boundary at first floor level needs to be carefully designed so as to
maintain a significant gap between dwellings.
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5.9

Furthermore, large extensions or attached buildings to dwellings at corner
plots that significantly close the gap between houses will have a detrimental
impact upon the open character of the area. Policy GP9 requires extensions to
respect the appearance of the dwelling and its setting and other buildings in
the locality – for Southcourt these considerations should include the need to
safeguard the gaps between dwellings.
Landscaping of new developments

5.10

An essential element of the character of Southcourt is its greenery/planting.
Where hedgerows or trees are removed as part of development proposals,
conditions will be attached to any planning permission requiring boundaries to
be reinstated with appropriate planting and new trees introduced, in
accordance with policy GP38. The photographs below show good examples of
this practice.

Extended dwelling in Russell Avenue.
The hedgerow has been reinstated and
tree planted to screen hard surfaced
front garden.

Partial retention of hedgerow in
Churchill Avenue manages to soften
effect of parking area to front of house.

Recent appeal decisions
5.11

During the last year five appeals have been dismissed for new developments
within the Southcourt estate. In each appeal decision the Inspectors have
highlighted the unique character and environment of Southcourt and have
dismissed the appeals on these grounds.
Conclusion

5.12

It is considered, therefore, that this Policy Note has been drawn up in
accordance with both Government and Local advice and is relevant for
evaluating proposals for new developments within Southcourt estate.
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6.0

APPENDIX A

National Policy Statements/Guidance and other Government Publications
Planning Policy Statement 1 Delivering Sustainable Development (TSO 2005)
Planning Policy Guidance Note 3 Housing (TSO 2000)
By Design –better places to live (CABE 2000)
Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan (January 2004)
Conversion or subdivision of existing dwellings
GP.6 Proposals for the subdivision or conversion of existing dwellings into two or
more units of accommodation will be permitted, provided they make adequate
provision in terms of access, parking, amenity space and noise attenuation and
have regard to the amenity of adjoining or nearby properties and the effect on
the character of the area and the balance of the community.
Protection of the amenity of residents
GP.8 Planning permission will not be granted where the proposed development
would unreasonably harm any aspect of the amenity of nearby residents when
considered against the benefits arising from the proposal. Where planning
permission is granted, the Council will use conditions or planning obligations
to ensure that any potential adverse impacts on neighbours are eliminated or
appropriately controlled.
Extensions to dwellings
GP.9 Proposals for extensions to dwellings will be permitted where they:
a) protect character of outlook, access to natural light and privacy for people
who live nearby;
b) respect the appearance of the dwelling and its setting and other buildings in
the locality; and
c) accord with published Supplementary Planning Guidance on residential
extensions and the other policies of the development plan.
New development and local distinctiveness
GP.34 In determining planning applications the Council will seek to protect or
improve the traditional building characteristics of towns, villages and the
countryside. Development proposals should respect the local distinctiveness
and environmental qualities of their setting and surroundings. Permission will
not be granted for poor designs that harm these important visual and historic
interests.
Design of new developments
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GP.35 The design of new development proposals should respect and complement:
a) the physical characteristics of the site and the surroundings;
b) the building tradition, ordering, form and materials of the locality;
c) the historic scale and context of the setting;
d) the natural qualities and features of the area; and
e) the effect on important public views and skylines.
Efficient use of land
GP.36 All development proposals should make best and most efficient use of land. In
considering applications the Council will seek the use of previously developed
sites or buildings in preference to undeveloped sites, consistent with the need
to achieve a pleasing arrangement of buildings and spaces, and neighbourly
development standards.
Density of new development
GP.37 New housing schemes should be designed to as high a density as is reasonable
having regard to the residential characteristics of the locality and the need to
avoid wasting land. In and around the centres of towns within the District and
on sites with good public transport accessibility the Council will accept more
intensive forms of residential development that correspond with the overall
development strategy and criteria of the Plan.
Landscaping of new developments
GP.38 Applications for new development schemes should include landscaping
proposals designed to help buildings fit in with and complement their
surroundings, and conserve existing natural and other features of value as far
as possible. Hard landscaping should incorporate materials appropriate to the
character of the locality. New planting should be with predominantly native
species. Conditions will be attached to relevant planning permissions to
require the submission of landscaping schemes and implementation of the
approved arrangements.
AVDC Design Guides
Design Guide Residential Extensions (approved by the Council 6 May 1991)
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